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Hook:
Baby got just one shot, two shot, three shots of
whatever
you would never turn up on our level
'cause we-we-we on, we on, we on, we on
we-we-we on, we on, we on, we on.
your girl, your girl, her friend,
my benz don't make her do it,
If you don't believe me, watch me groove it,
'cause we-we-we on, we on, we on, we on
we-we-we on, we on, we on, we on.

Patron, Rose, maybe even ..
just to be up in my presence baby girl it is a privilege,
but I'm gone, I'm on Patron, got me out of my bottom,
she on my lover too, I think she poppin cup on..
three bottles yeah we on, but I don't lose my phone,
got some waiting outside, and this is no deck room,
get a bed yellow.., tryin to get her out of the room,
so she's like my callone, yeah you know I'm Gucci,
In the club turned up, feeling on the ..
ain't got a problem with the..blaming on the Louie,
straight without no chase, I can't feel my face,
so the DJ turn it up, so I can feel.

[Hook:]

We all know hit that light switch
get em, get a light,
we're poppin bottles, poppin models,
models poppin, swear you bitch,
can't get upon my level, can't get upon my level,
my drink is purple, my cup is white and my chick is
laker yellow
rappers getting courage, must be sipping on that
potion,
fake news, then true is a bad religion Frank Ocean
I take you girl you say slupping ..
I take you girl you call the practice on me,
is game time your body G hanckle me,
call me mister Cooper,
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but I'm taking shots like two calls,
west coast two pot
if too short, some serve em,
got the benz like I I ,
your girl, her friend, ain't tryin make a movie,
I turn that camera on, and I don't ..just to do it.

[Hook:]

Little mama and her girlfriends, put two in two
together,
..shots like three ..I'ma beat shots of whatever
like coniag before you.. no ..no chaser,
bottles up, we need that, no eye glass of wine,
she turn me on and I turn around,
big bottle what's her rock,
your ocean spray you feel my cup,
..I don't need that,
you know pick me up,
I just need one I battle, later on I cna say..
I say get up on my level, sipping on top level,
sipping all that loud, you need to turn down that travel,
I said how this money just ..smell,
wanna smell like pile out,
bussing on the stick money, we bounce all on em like..

[Hook:]
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